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Altara Quartz 
Altara are new crystal similar to Blue Tara, and mined in Itacambira Brazil. They are a 
watery and airy crystal that connect to the akashic and angelic realms of the high 
order angels - Seraphim dragons, that are guardians of Christ Consciousness. The 
Seraphim is of the white ray of light and bring a feeling of clarity, freshness and 
crispness to your crown chakra. One level this will assist you with an over active mind, 
and in higher states is helpful for channelling spiritual information and healing. 
 
The blue ray aspects of this crystal help you access SUBLIME states. The watery blue 
tourmaline inclusions element takes you to the “Lemurian pools of tranquillity” in 
higher realms to restore, rebalance and calm your nervous system.  
 
The blue aspects also connect to the Lemurian Mermaids, and water alchemy wisdom 
where water itself is an activating intelligent healing tool and indeed regarded as 
liquid crystalline energy. 
 
The white dumortierite fibre inclusions act as a bridge between wisdom and the 
Akashic realms where you can gain some very CLEAR insight and perspective on 
almost anything you want to illuminate.  

This is particularly useful for areas in your life your feel stuck or overwhelmed and are 
seeking a higher perspective.  This also applies to spiritual elevation and guidance it 
is a crystal that connects you to your akashic wisdom. 

 

Altara & Amber Crystal Grid Set 
A powerhouse combo to lay out in your home to bring fresh golden life force in, new 
perspectives, and higher states of being. 
 
Altara are a watery and airy crystal that connect to the akashic and angelic realms of 
the high order angels - Seraphim dragons. 



 
The blue ray aspects of this crystal help you access SUBLIME states. The watery blue 
element takes you to the “Lemurian pools of tranquility” in higher realms to restore, 
rebalance and calm your nervous system 
 
It connects to very high order pure white seraphim angelic energy🤍 protectors of 
the Christed consciousness and the angelic order and indeed Lemurian ancestors of 
old. 
 
The white dumortierite fibre inclusions acts as a bridge between wisdom and the 
Akashic realms where you can gain some very CLEAR insight and perspective on 
almost anything you want to illuminate. 

 

Amber  

Use these when feeling depleted and stressed to bring in the energy of the central 
sun, source , golden life to revitalise your field so you are a beacon of golden light. 
 
This High grade golden Amber from the less common find of Mexico and is the real 
deal, it glows magically blue and green under UV light. 
 
Made from tree sap from 90 - 100 million old trees these are truly pure and ancient 
sun life force trapped in a stone. Ancient people used Amber for jewellery and 
powerful protective Talismans. They worked with Amber for connection to the Sun 
Gods.  

I have been working with Amber to access the energy of source and central sun that 
is upon us, and the gold ray of light. We have had an influx of golden ray light since 
the major solar flares and as we continue into 2024 this trend will only continue as 
the sun achieves its 7 year solar maximum. 

You will notice in sunlight the darker parts of the stone, glow green! 

Ancient Sage Quartz 

Be touched by the cleansing energy of pure rivers of millions of years ago with 
Ancient Sage Quartz.  Be held in the cocoon of earth red energy supporting root 
chakra healing, the seat of safety. These are crystals for assisting you to feel deeply 
present and safe in your body, an embodiment crystal. Tap into the timeless wisdom 
of the ages, the deep peace and clarity that is in the ancient waters or the earth. 
 



Australian Tiger Eye   
A crystal to help you feel your energy boundaries as you learn to discern different 
energies. Great for those who struggle with emotional boundaries too. 
 
Pairs amazingly with scolecite to help you understand what yours and your inner 
child’s needs are and then act with asserting boundaries. 
 
Swirling pattern layers of minerals 3000 million years ago folded upon themselves to 
yield Tiger Eye in the Pilbara Western Australia. 
 
This is a powerful stone for shielding and energising yourself. It is laden with 
hematite, magnetite and iron and some yellow Goethite will fully ground you quickly 
like a magnet to a stone. 

 

Astrophyllite 

From Kola Penninsula, Russia they have a coppery bronze mineral in matrix 
containing potassium, iron, manganese and titanium silicate.  

It is an incredibly powerful stone for aligning to your true purpose, great when 
caught in a funk or misaligned state to pull your out and lift your sights. 

It is similar to the star keeps in that is activates the earth star and soul star chakra 
above the head the body is a column for light frequency, the difference with this is 
they are highly activating and so are even more powerful when paired with a 
grounding mookaite, hematite or black tourmaline. 

It is highly protective in that the titanium element shields and draws out impurities 
from the energy field. The combination of minerals ensure it is particularly good for 
repelling and drawing out negative AI and ET technologies and acting as a shield 
against EMF and even radio active energy. 

 

Brazilian Auralite 

From the Minas Gerais Brazil, these are so powerful as there are many crystals in one 
stone, a large volume of energy moves through these! 
 
They are for connecting to the “self beyond the every day” increasing awareness of 
the spiritual realms and higherself. 
 
A stone of purification for the auric field, and truth seeking, clears veils of illusion. 



 
Rebalances all chakras sun can be applied to any area of the body that feels blocked, 
or dense to clear energy through that area. 

With green and grey Iron disulfide, gold, geothite, red hematite, occurring in bands. 

 

Etched / Growth Interference Quartz  

From the Minas Gerais Brazil these are a breezy high vibrational crystal that have 
some serious markings from the realms of Altantis and beyond. They clear all chakras 
at once and are a clean pure energy that amplifies nearby crystals. They are also 
programmable and feel like the open new possibilities for healing with crystal 
technology and liquid crystal light.  

 

They are thought to be formed by calcite discs that attach and grow along their 
sides, etched out lines and marks as they go. 

Golden Lemurian 

A rare colour find for a Lemurian these are highly sought after. From the Minas 
Gerais Brazil these contain with starbrary and starcode markings holding the energy 
of positivity and abundance. They pair with almost any crystal but are perfectly 
aligned with the blue Altara to take your mood and energy to new elevated heights.  

These crystals anchor the playful and golden energising life force energy of the sun 
and boost your divine will acting up the solar plexus and sacral charkas. 

Gold Rutile in Quartz  

A powerful crystal for manifestation and abundance and positivity.  Connects us to 
the golden ray and the memories of working with gold energy as an alchemic 
healing practice back in the days of Egypt and Atlantis. 

Gold rutile acts on the cellular and DNA level to help rebalance the physical body 
where it is need for restoration and also programming of the cells. 

Green Opal Palms  

Elementals and fresh beginnings. Gift for the fairies. 
 
A deeply rejuvenating stone, it feels like sitting under a tree canopy. Green Opal is 
your companion when needing to start over or mover through overwhelm and 
blocks to sustain momentum. 
 



It’s a beautiful crystal of the nature realms and for connection to elementals such as 
elves and fairies. 
 
To attract fairies into your home be sure to leave out a green opal for them in the 
home with a pot plant or in your garden. 

 

Golden Calcite with irredescent pyrite  

A collector grade mineral From Anhui China 

Like a golden garden of light, these have a harmonious and joyful energy that gently 
stimulate the ill and give momentum.  

 

Golden calcite also has a stellar quality in that it connects you to the golden life force 
energy of the universe, central sun and source. 

 

Botryoidal Hematite 
This is one heavy duty companion that assists with drawing out impurities, 
interference and EMF from the field/aura, and grounds at the same time. 
 
It protects in that it is a shielding energy, it’s like wearing a metal protection. 
 
Keep one with you when visiting shopping centres, crowded places, or places where 
alcohol is consumed to protect and strengthen the light body boundaries. 
 
A deeply grounding stone is good for starseeds, airheaded and sensitive souls that 
need to further their earth star and root chakra connections, embodiment and safety. 

Citrine from Zambia 

These have a golden honey smooth energy and bring abundance and positivity. They 
assist with soul retrieval and elements of our life force that you have given away to 
others assist to reclaim your light, boundaries and sense of who you are as being of 
light and love. 

 

Work with these feel your worth and inner light as you stand more in your own 
power. 

Larimar 



Known as the Dolphin crystal, Larimar is a crystal of the water element connecting to 
the water priestess and Goddesses of Lemuria. It assists with opening the throat and 
communication, and sacred sound work.  

It connects you to Lemurian Mermaid consciousness and the under water crystalline 
realms that cone existed, and a way to work energetically with water as a cleansing 
and invigorating energy. 

The opens the third eye for telepathic communication with dolphins in spiritual and 
the other realms. In that way it helps your own telepathy to open and grow. 

Pairs amazingly with lemurian Seed crystal for a full Lemurian and Atlantean 
awakening and initiation. 

Lilith Lemurian – Red 

A rare find from Brazil these are the only red Lilith shadow works I have they are for 
embodiment, and seeing what is hidden in your shadows and transforming it to inner 
power as it is brought into light and compassion..  

A transformative that teaches you about yourself and how what once was a burden, 
is now power and understanding. Works with root chakra for grounding and 
embodiment. 

Moonstone  
Moonstone is one of my favourite and exquisite energies being a feminine crystal of 
the Goddess and feminine mysteries. 
 
Connect into the moons cycles and rhythms with moon stone as you feel into your 
softer side, opening to your intuition and gentle feminine way of being in the flow. 
Embrace the sacred power of your inherent feminine self. 
 
These crystals are aligned with the water element and help you feel into delete 
hidden truths and what is gently needing to be seen in your shadows, the emotions 
that want to be expressed and felt. 

 

Nirvana Quartz  

From the high Himalayan Mountains of India, first finds were discovered over 18000 
feet, lain under the ice.  The amazing etched shapes of these were formed by calcites 
growing all over the body and the calcite later dissolved leaving behind these 
amazing patterns. 



The bring Nirvana bliss states, deep inner peace and silence. Connects you to the 
supreme divine by brings you back to the present moment. 

The growth interference aspect of these with the patterning made by other crystals 
brings an energy to overcome obstacles, dispelling the illusion of impe4rfefction and 
brokenness and encouraging inner radiance. Assist in accessing inner sources of 
wisdom and the path to growth and ascension through navigating lifes winding 
paths and twists and turns. 

 

Scolecite  
This highly soothing angelic crystal takes one straight to the angelic realms to meet 
your guardian angels 

 
Pairs amazingly with Australian Tiger eye! 
 
These also connect you to your most pure an innocent self, your inner child that 
holds great wonder and joy.  

Also known as “Innocent eggs” these connect you to your inner child to form that 
special relationship with yourself so you can learn to deeply care, heal trauma and 
get to know “thyself”. 
 
By tending to the needs of your most youngest parts you can make leaps and 
bounds on your journey to remember your wholeness. 

 

Star Keepers / Smoky Citrine starbrary  

Starkeepers are here to assist you to feel at one with the Torus field of the earth and 
cosmos and deeply present, charged up and resiliently emitting and glowing with 
your golden life force energy. 
 
These help you bring your ethereal and dreamy self into full Omni presence, 
embodying your cosmic light and all that you are.  
 
They are immensely connected to deep golden fires of the earth and yet cosmic, 
accessing the purest golden light of source beyond the stars. 

You will feel the immense power you inherently are as you connect your own Torus 
field to that of the earth and the cosmos Torus simultaneously, this is what the star 
keeps bring, an immense fusion of the two power houses of the universe. 



 
It’s a wonderful feeling to feel totally here on earth yet super connected to the star 
teachings, and these provide the absolute gateway for that connection. 

Vanadinite 

 

A crystal of the root chakra Vanadinite bring energy and action, discipline and 
stamina. It also assists with healing sexual related issues, and inherent safety, 
bringing you back to yourself in a grounded way. It also stimulating for healing and 
the life force related to the sacral chakra and sexual drive, the sensuality and warmth 
of that energy for outward expression. 

 

 

 

 

 


